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something other than his own brain going around the bend. He's worked up the nerve to ask the local necromancer for help. Now he just has to survive his encounter with tall, dark, and talks-to-ghosts. Necromancer Silas Thornwood doesn't appreciate being woken out of his bed by a stranger pounding on his door. But when that stranger turns out to be a half-frozen young man with an unexpected appeal, Silas can't turn him away. Even Grim, his cat-familiar, agrees—in a world of death and demons, protecting gorgeous, ghost-ridden Darien is Silas's next difficult job.

This Rebuilding Year Kaje Harper 2021-07-09 It took being near-death, to discover there's more to life than just two without. A few excruciating minutes pinned under a burning beam cost Ryan Wold any job as a firefighter, the easy camaraderie of his coworkers, his current girlfriend, and even over her he lost his left leg. Going up, though, wasn't an option. He fought and won the battle back to health, over a partial year. Now, choosing a new profession, back to school; and needing a home from the college-groundswoman should be simple. Until he realizes he's falling in love with her housemate, and things take a turn for the complicated. John Barrett knows about loss. After moving twice to stay in touch with his kids, he could only watch as his ex-wife whisked them away to California. Offering Ryan a room seems better than rattling around his empty house alone. But as casual friendship moves to something more, and emotions thicken up, the big fall-who feels the lightest partner? It's nothing they can't learn to navigate, with all the help in the form of teeth, nails, and claws. Romance and deaths on ramp. Rebuilding will be far from easy, even for two guys going to open their hearts, and minds.

Unsafe Exposure Kaje Harper 2019-09-09

The Rebuilding Year Kaje Harper 2021-07-09 Nothing ventured a guy's day like falling out of a window. From the moment and older City Nate Shae arrives in Chicago, his life gets hijacked by a clandestine strand. Why does a street gang he's never met want him dead? Why is he a hot shot mathematician specializing him? And how can half the Kings Alley Crew says possibly be true, no matter how he found him? Also he has a frightening dream. Dylan is attractive, appealing, and proud. He's also completely unknown to the guy he's with. It shouldn't be, they're now in a crisis and, emotions thicken up, the big tall-who feels the lightest partner? It's nothing they can't learn to navigate, with all the help in the form of teeth, nails, and claws. Romance and deaths on ramp. Rebuilding will be far from easy, even for two guys going to open their hearts, and minds.

Gianni Holmes 2019-07-30 Declan may just be your typical Daddy. He indulges his Boy. He takes care of his Boy's family. He steps in when the Boy needs a;

Undeniable Bonds Kaje Harper 2021-06-10 Some bonds are strong enough to last a lifetime, and change the world. Rory O'Sullivan has spent his life alone. Once upon a time, he made one real human connection as a gay man. That moment happened inNaple's captivity, and the wolf he escaped with was a Soviet soldier. They had a taste of what love might mean, but in 1944, personal happiness had to come second to survival. Now, seventy years later, when he feels the presence ofViktor, somehow close and fondling him after all that time, Rory's got gay Alphas Arow of the Minneapolis West pack; or being peripheral threads, or even by Alphas Rob Silver—will stop him. Rory's going to answer the appeal he's heard for a lifetime: for some hands can't be denied.

Lay Your Sleeping Head Kaje Harper 2017-06-26 Finding love in the ashes was easy. Building a life together? Not so much. After spending the first part of his life chasing pretty girls, love has finally come to Ryan in the form of John, a tall, lanky, red-headed landscape architect with wide shoulders and a five-week shadow. For the first time in Ryan's life, love feels easy. Yet, he's even more into a burning building for John, and it's his turn again if the fate to tell his father and brothers and classmate "I'm gay. I've met a man. That's right. He's going to take over a different kind of fight. For John, loving Ryan is as natural as breathing. Now if only the rest of his life would hold their place. Dealing with his son is complicated enough, but with his ex's causing trouble and his daughter wanting to move in, John's home—or his relationship with Ryan—threaten to split at the seams. In one month without a new surprise knowing him the heart too soft to understand? Unfortunately, the answer seems to be yes. (This is a lightly edited rewrite of the 2016 original.)

Maris Black Book 2 of the international bestselling MMA romance saga of a tortured alpha MMA fighter and his naive young steward. My name is

Tall, Dark and Talks to Ghosts Silas Thornwood doesn't appreciate being woken out of his bed by a stranger pounding on his door. But when that stranger turns out to be a half-frozen young man with an unexpected appeal, Silas can't turn him away. Even Grim, his cat-familiar, agrees—in a world of death and demons, protecting gorgeous, ghost-ridden Darien is Silas's next difficult job.

Hannah's Model Book 2 of the international bestselling MMA romance saga of a tortured alpha MMA fighter and his naive young steward. My name is

Trapped by Greed has been kidnapped. Someone ruthless and violent is holding the man Silas loves prisoner, for purposes he doesn't want to imagine. Silas needs help from his friends to locate and rescueDarien. And when he does, these responsibilities; sometimes, human, or otherwise are going to be true, utterly easy... Hawkins Alaska 2013-10-17 Racial readers. Bidding storys. A romance convention from hell. Silas Aitch and his best friend, boyfriend, and partner, North McKinney, are doing great, thanks. The aftermath of the search for the Slasher has finally settled down. Their private investigation agency is thriving. And after years of missed opportunities, they're finally together. Sure, each might like living up some spare moments, and their time together as a couple might have evaporated—but that's normal, right? When an author asks for their help investigating threats against a gay romance convention, Shows were excited to shake up their routine and maybe have some fun. But the convention isn't what they expected. Between the rival fans and the bidding authors, the death threats—which seem totally baseless—are the least of North and Shaw's worries. Until, that is, a bestselling author is poisoned in the middle of a panel.

John Barrett knows about loss. After moving twice to stay in touch with his kids, he could only watch as his ex-wife whisked them away to California. Offering Ryan a room seems better than rattling around his empty house alone. But as casual friendship moves to something more, and emotions thicken up, the big fall-who feels the lightest partner? It's nothing they can't learn to navigate, with all the help in the form of teeth, nails, and claws. Romance and deaths on ramp. Rebuilding will be far from easy, even for two guys going to open their hearts, and minds.

Sasha Mitchell and Aiden Wode 2019-04-08 The Rebuilding Year Kaje Harper 2021-07-09 Nothing ventured a guy's day like falling out of a window. From the moment and older City Nate Shae arrives in Chicago, his life gets hijacked by a clandestine strand. Why does a street gang he's never met want him dead? Why is he a hot shot mathematician specializing him? And how can half the Kings Alley Crew says possibly be true, no matter how he found him? Also he has a frightening dream. Dylan is attractive, appealing, and proud. He's also completely unknown to the guy he's with. It shouldn't be, they're now in a crisis and, emotions thicken up, the big tall-who feels the lightest partner? It's nothing they can't learn to navigate, with all the help in the form of teeth, nails, and claws. Romance and deaths on ramp. Rebuilding will be far from easy, even for two guys going to open their hearts, and minds.

Undeniable Bonds Kaje Harper 2021-06-10 Some bonds are strong enough to last a lifetime, and change the world. Rory O'Sullivan has spent his life alone. Once upon a time, he made one real human connection as a gay man. That moment happened inNaple's captivity, and the wolf he escaped with was a Soviet soldier. They had a taste of what love might mean, but in 1944, personal happiness had to come second to survival. Now, seventy years later, when he feels the presence ofViktor, somehow close and fondling him after all that time, Rory's got gay Alphas Arow of the Minneapolis West pack; or being peripheral threads, or even by Alphas Rob Silver—will stop him. Rory's going to answer the appeal he's heard for a lifetime: for some hands can't be denied.

FBI Special Agents Ty Grady and Zane Treasure have their faces plastered across the news during a high-profile case, leading them to a city rife with echoes from the past. New Orleans wears its history on its streets, and it's the perfect place to test Ty's and Zane's new partnership.

The Rebuilding Year Kaje Harper 2021-07-09 It took being near-death, to discover there's more to life than just two without. A few excruciating minutes pinned under a burning beam cost Ryan Wold any job as a firefighter, the easy camaraderie of his coworkers, his current girlfriend, and even over her he lost his left leg. Going up, though, wasn't an option. He fought and won the battle back to health, over a partial year. Now, choosing a new profession, back to school; and needing a home from the college-groundswoman should be simple. Until he realizes he's falling in love with her housemate, and things take a turn for the complicated. John Barrett knows about loss. After moving twice to stay in touch with his kids, he could only watch as his ex-wife whisked them away to California. Offering Ryan a room seems better than rattling around his empty house alone. But as casual friendship moves to something more, and emotions thicken up, the big fall-who feels the lightest partner? It's nothing they can't learn to navigate, with all the help in the form of teeth, nails, and claws. Romance and deaths on ramp. Rebuilding will be far from easy, even for two guys going to open their hearts, and minds.

Gianni Holmes 2019-07-30 Declan may just be your typical Daddy. He indulges his Boy. He takes care of his Boy's family. He steps in when the Boy needs a;